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PRESS RELEASE 

 
TOUCH–MeL presents the new GARDEN and CORALLO matt collections 

 

Emporio Zani has chosen Paris to present, in preview at Maison & Objet, the new Touch-
MeL melamine collections, GARDEN and CORALLO, available in 
shops from March and May 2024 respectively. 

GARDEN proposes an exotic floral motif, a flourish of colour with 
warm tones and details reminiscent of Victorian-era naturalistic 
designs. The classic floral decoration thus becomes modern and 
striking, for a total look effect that can liven up even the dullest 
table. A secret garden in which to lose yourself every day and to 
amaze your guests with. 

CORALLO boldly responds in an audacious manner to the strong demand to introduce a 
clearly marine decoration among the Touch-MeL collection. Among marine decorations, it 
stands out for the elegance of its design and notes of blue, made even more precious and 
topical by the choice of gold (for the colouring of the coral itself). A ray of light that 
plunges into the sea and illuminates its depths.  

Two new decorations that bring with them a technological innovation, thanks to the matt 
satin finish that gives these melamine plates a warmth and naturalness that is unique on 
the market. 

An icon on tables all over Europe and a benchmark on the melamine tableware market 
thanks to the high quality of its production and the constant search for textures and 
colours that anticipate trends, Touch-MeL continues its ideal journey through the world of 
tableware and decorations, reinterpreting two classic themes such as floral and marine 
decorations in a whole new way. 

Garden and Corallo, the new Touch-MeL melamine collections, are composed of plates 
(dinner plate, soup plate and fruit plate), medium bowl, salad bowl, large rectangular tray, 

small rectangular tray and large oval tray.  
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